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"Lucky Lindy" Takes the Bait, Part 2
By Toni Lee Robinson

War pilots and barnstormers gave
airplanes a start. The airmail service
made them a part of everyday life.
Who would take air travel to the next
level? Raymond Orteig, a New York
businessman, decided to raise the
stakes in the aviation game. He offered
a prize of $25,000 to the first person to
fly non-stop between New York and
Paris. The offer was first made in 1919.
Several tried for the honor. Some had
been killed or badly injured. Some had
simply vanished over the Atlantic.

By 1927, Orteig's money was still unclaimed. Having pondered
the question, "Lucky Lindy" had come to a conclusion. He was the
man for the job. "Why shouldn't I fly from New York to Paris?"
Charles Lindbergh later wrote of his speculations. "I have more than
four years of aviation behind me, and close to two thousand hours in
the air. I've barnstormed over half of the forty-eight states...Why am
I not qualified for such a flight?"

All he lacked, he thought, was a plane. He told a group of St.
Louis businessmen of his certainty that he could win the prize. They
believed him. They put together $15,000 to finance the flight.
Lindbergh had already begun the search for the right plane. He had a
very clear idea what he was looking for.

The search took time. One company offered a beautiful plane for
more money than Lindbergh had. No problem, the company's CEO
said. They would help fund the venture. There was only one small
condition. They would choose the pilot for the Paris flight.
Lindbergh walked away. He hadn't come this far to watch another
pilot fly to Paris.

The search for the right plane brought Lindbergh to a small
company in San Diego. Ryan Aircraft was located in a former fish

warehouse. At first, Lindbergh was discouraged. The building and
the company seemed bedraggled. And that smell...! Then Lindbergh
met Donald Hall, Ryan's new engineer. Right away, Lindbergh and
Hall saw eye-to-eye. Hall approved the idea of a simple single
engine plane. The two men put their heads together to design a plane
that would fly from New York to Paris without stopping.

At the signing of the contract, Hall learned that he had only 60
days to build the plane. He and his team threw themselves into the
project, often working around the clock. What they came up with
was the ultimate "no frills" plane. It was a sturdy ship. A longer
wingspan would support the weight of extra fuel tanks.

This time, the main tank rode in front of the cockpit. Lindbergh
had seen too many pilots crushed between engine and gas tank. No
matter that the new design would obscure the front windshield. Why
would he need to look out the front? Lindbergh questioned. He still
had the side windows. If he needed to see ahead, he could bank
slightly and look out the side.

Besides, if he really needed to see in front of him, he had a
periscope. This had been a bright idea of one of the men helping to
build the plane. It began as a joke, but it turned out to actually work.
It was one of the few gadgets Lindbergh allowed in the plane. There
would be no radio or parachute. Navigation lights were out, as were
gas gauges. Even the leather pilot's seat was left behind. A
lightweight wicker chair would do.

Every ounce of "frill" was chucked in favor of streamlining.
Lindbergh snipped his maps down to scraps that showed only those
points he would need to follow. He even created special lightweight
boots for himself. Finally, on April 28, 1927, the little plane was
done. She was named for the men and the city that backed
Lindbergh in his venture. Spirit of St. Louis was painted on her side.
In her first test flight, Lindbergh purposely stalled the engine. The
little plane passed the test. She was all he had hoped she would be.

There was news, however, from the East Coast. On May 8th, two
Frenchmen had taken off from Paris, bound for New York and the
Orteig prize. They had reportedly been spotted, still aloft, over the
Atlantic. It looked as if all Lindbergh's planning and Hall's building
had been for nothing. Would Spirit of St. Louis ever see Paris? But
the French plane never arrived. It had vanished over the ocean like
so many before it.

Lindbergh continued his preparations. Instead of "Lucky Lindy,"
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the newspapers now called him "the Flying Fool." He would never
reach Paris, they predicted. Most likely he would die a failure.
Nevertheless, on May 10th, 1927, Lindbergh and Spirit of St. Louis
rose into the air, headed for New York. It was the last step before
the biggest challenge of the era - a solo, non-stop flight across the
Atlantic.
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Questions

1. Charles Lindbergh was the first aviator to attempt to win the
$25,000 Orteig prize.

A. true
B. false

2. What made Lindbergh feel that he could meet the challenge of
a nonstop flight across the Atlantic?

3. Describe the process of finding a plane for the New York to
Paris flight.

4. What body feature was the Spirit of St. Louis missing that
other planes had?

A. a wing
B. a fuselage
C. a front window
D. a gas tank

5. What measures were taken to streamline Lindbergh's plane?

6. Explain why the plane was named Spirit of St. Louis.

7. Lindbergh received some disconcerting news just days before
his flight was scheduled to begin. What was it?

A. Someone else had won the prize.
B. The prize had been withdrawn.
C. Someone else was attempting to win the prize.
D. He was being called a fool.

8. Everyone else who had tried to make the trans-Atlantic flight
had failed. Most had died. Many predicted that Lindbergh
would suffer the same fate. In light of this, why do you think
he went through with his own attempt?


